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The relationship between father and son is an important chain of kinship, they 
constitute the most important relationship in the family. Actually, Father-son 
relationship never purely biological kinship, but contains a wealth of social and 
cultural meaning. Culture is always giving them special powers and cultural 
significance. In this paper, from the perspective of gender, with Father-son 
relationship in the new century’s novel as the research object, explore the new century 
novel how to express the Father-son relationship, which contains complex cultural 
power disputes, combined with the new century cultural context. This article discusses 
from the following several parts. 
In the preface, firstly, it clearly defines the new century of Father-son 
relationship. Secondly, it outlines previous studies results about Father-son 
relationship. Thirdly, it points out research methods, ideas and possible innovations, 
to show this topic’s value and significance. Finally, it combs briefly literature 
describing on Father-son relationship from "May Fourth Movement" since 20th 
Century. As the background, it starts to expound Father-son relationship in the novels 
of the new century.   
Main body of this article contains four chapters. The first chapter mainly 
expounds the conflict between father and son in the 21st Century. In the gender 
perspective, the conflict which is multiple intertwined between father and son in the 
new century fiction: the son very cautious when they "examine father", at the same 
time, patricide together with worship father and search for father. In short, the 
relationship between father and son is more complex than simple opposition or 
identity. 
The second chapter mainly elaborates succession and transmigrates between 
father and son. In the 21st Century, search for father still is the important themes of the 
family novels. Through intertextual analysis of Father-son relationship in Male and 
Female Writers’ works, it can be seen that female writers reduce father-son 















meaningless. Comparatively, male writers still show powerful requirement about 
succession and transmigrate of father-son power, strive to find perfect father-son 
relationship. Overall, however, father’s authority lost gradually. In the new century, 
son show mistrust while they search for father; son inherit from his father is 
generations of clearance and hatred; father can’t save son; the same as son, father 
have no idea in the post-enlightenment era……  
The third chapter comprehensives study of three kinds of mother image in the 
father-son situation, that is, hidden mother, full of self-desire “evil mother” and 
mature ideal mother. In the 21st century, compare with powerful father-son 
relationship writing, the first two mother images alienated mother-son relationship in 
the male writers’ works. Mom is still in marginal position. Family story is still the 
story of father and son, system of social relations which father and son for the central 
doesn’t change. At the same time, distant relationship between mother and son make 
son who urgent need confirming subject identity more incline to father. The 
relationship between fathers and sons is more closely. As a representative of the new 
century female writer, Tie Ning makes mother-son/daughter relationship daily life, 
mother-son/daughter relationship show harmony and natural in the plain daily life. 
However, in the male writer’s works, with standing at marginal position, the mother 
image is just restored objectively, mother’s body and desire to be faced in a certain 
extent. These are also the new characteristics which are revealed by mother image in 
the new century. 
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